A non-uniform sequence of pump pulses in aperiodically poled crystals is shown to generate transform-limited terahertz pulses. Tunable, compressed terahertz output with singlestage conversion efficiencies > 2% and pulse energies ~10 mJ are predicted.
Introduction
High-field terahertz (THz) radiation offers exciting possibilities for electron acceleration [1] which in turn promise to transform a wide swath of applications encompassing microscopy [2] , X-ray generation and medical therapy [3] . With the proliferation of solid-state laser technology, THz generation by optical rectification (OR) of optical pump pulses has become ubiquitous. Certainly, it has resulted in the highest energy conversion efficiencies ( ) and peak electric fields to date [4] .Despite this remarkable progress, drawbacks persist with current schemes. A widely used approach for THz generation is OR of tilted-pulse-fronts in non-collinear geometries [5] . However, it is ultimately limited by the spatio-temporal break-up of the pump pulse [6] .While other non-collinear proposals to alleviate this issue have been proposed [7] , they do not eliminate it.
In response, the use of aperiodically poled collinear structures [8] to conclusively eliminate the aforementioned encumbrances was suggested. However, an external device to compress the chirped THz pulses is required, which makes practical implementation challenging.
Here, we introduce an approach which simultaneously circumvents limitations posed by non-collinear geometries as well as the need for external pulse compression. The approach involves OR of a sequence of pump pulses with varying pulse duration in conjunction with aperiodically poled crystals. Various THz frequencies are generated at different spatial locations in the crystal as determined by the poling profile. Since the THz frequency generated by OR is proportional to the local bandwidth, the duration of pulses in the sequence can be arranged to offset the THz spectral phase introduced by poling. Thus, the output THz pulse emerges already compressed. The desired sequence of pump pulses can be readily produced by a pair of envelopes with differing chirp-rates.
It is shown that the technique is suitable for generating THz pulses of few to tens of cycles. In cryogenically cooled lithium niobate (LN) at 100 K pumped by ~1 m pulses, values of a few percent, focused field strengths of 500 MV/m and pulse energies ~10 mJ in a single-stage with Joule-level pumping of cm 2 aperture crystals [9] are deemed feasible.
Results
Numerical simulations validated by prior experiments [6, 8] were performed. The total pump fluence, limited by damage was assumed to scale with e -2 pulse duration as Fig.1a -c, blue) may be obtained by a total electric field } Re{
delineates a combination of an envelope with transform limited (TL) duration TL , chirped at rate b= ( TL ) -1 to and offset from another envelope of TL duration by a tunable central THz frequency f THz (See Fig 2c- , where sgn is the signum function (See Fig.1a c, black). In Fig.1a -c, simulations delineate how the earlier pulses of larger duration in the sequence generate lower THz frequencies at z~0 at smaller relative delay t . The pump sequence then walks-off and generates larger THz frequencies at the end of the crystal at larger . A compressed single-cycle THz pulse (red) is preserved throughout. Fig.1(a) Figure 2a -b depicts the generated THz spectrum and corresponding temporal output for TL =4 ps . The group delay is roughly flat and the temporal output ( Fig.2b, red) is almost identical to the TL case ( Fig.2b, green) with peak fields in free-space ~50 MV/m (~500 MV/m, focused). The large is corroborated by the dramatic red-shift of the input pump spectrum (Fig.2c , TL =25 ps) in Fig. 2d .
Conclusion
An approach to generate compressed THz pulses using a sequence of pump pulses with varying duration in conjunction with a suitably poled electro-optic crystal was proposed. Very high conversion efficiencies and peak fields for THz pulses of few to tens of cycles are predicted. Applied to electron acceleration, this would produce unprecedented electron bunches with disruptive implications for electron microscopy and X-ray generation.
